Effect of microbubble fragility on transit rate measurement by contrast echography.
We sought to propose a simplified method to measure flow velocity based on ultrasonic microbubble destruction, and investigated the effect of microbubble shell fragility on such measurement. Acoustic density (AD) from the second harmonic short axis image of flow was obtained at variable velocities (2 to 73 mm/s) in an in vitro model during long (1000 ms) and short (33 ms) interval ultrasound (US) pulsing, allowing complete and partial microbubble replenishment between pulses, respectively. Microbubbles with shell elastic modulus of 0.4 MPa and 16 MPa were tested. By shortening pulsing interval, AD diminished gradually, rather than abruptly, to a plateau level for both microbubbles. The extent of AD decay was greater for the fragile than the strong microbubbles. A linear relationship existed between the magnitude of AD decay and flow velocity only in the higher and lower velocity range for the fragile and the strong microbubbles, respectively. Thus, difference in contrast intensities during long and short pulsing intervals, respectively, allowing complete and partial replenishment may provide for velocity measurement, in which choice of optimal microbubble fragility for the range of velocity to measure may increase the accuracy.